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Abstract
Linguistic annotation is time-consuming
and expensive. One common annotation
task is to mark entities – such as names
of people, places and organisations – in
text. In a document, many segments of
text often contain no entities at all. We
show that these segments are worth skipping, and demonstrate a technique for reducing the amount of entity-less text examined by annotators, which we call “preempting”. This technique is evaluated in
a crowdsourcing scenario, where it provides downstream performance improvements for the same size corpus.
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Introduction

Annotating documents is expensive. Given the
dominant position of statistical machine learning
for many NLP tasks, annotation is unavoidable. It
typically requires an expert, but even non-expert
annotation work (cf. crowdsourcing) has an associated cost. This makes it important to get the
maximum value out of annotation.
However, in entity annotation tasks, annotators
sometimes are faced with passage of text which
bear no entities. These blank examples are especially common outside of the newswire genre, in
e.g. social media text (Hu et al., 2013). While
finding good examples to annotate next is a problem that has been tackled before, these systems often require a tight feedback loop and great control
over which document is presented next. This is
not possible in a crowdsourcing scenario, where
large volumes of documents need to be presented
for annotation simultaneously in order to leverage
crowdsourcing’s scalability advantages. The loosened feedback loop, and requirement to issue documents in large batches, differentiate the problem
scenario from classical active learning.
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We hypothesise that these blank examples are of
limited value as training data for statistical entity
annotation systems, and that it is preferable to annotate texts containing entities over texts without
them. This proposition can be evaluated directly,
in the context of named entity recognition (NER).
If correct, it offers a new pre-annotation task: predicting whether an excerpt of text will contain an
entity we are interested in annotating.
The goal is to reduce the cost of annotation, or
alternatively, to increase the performance of a system that uses a fixed amount of data. As this preannotation task tries to acquire information about
entity annotations before they are actually created
– specifically, whether or not they exist – we call
the task “pre-empting”.
Unlike many modern approaches to optimising annotated data, which focus on how to best
leverage annotations (perhaps by making inferences over those annotations, or by using unlabelled data), we examine the step before this –
selecting what to annotate in order to boost later
system performance.
In this paper, we:
• demonstrate that entity-bearing text results in
better NER systems;
• introduce an entity pre-empting technique;
• examine how pre-empting entities optimises
corpus creation, in a crowdsourcing scenario.

2

Validating The Approach

The premise of entity pre-empting is that entitybearing text is better NER training data than
entity-less text. To check this, we compare performance with entity-bearing vs. entity-less and also
unsorted text. Our scenario has a base set of 2 000
sentences annotated for named entities. We add
different kinds of sentences to this base set, and
see how an NER system performs when trained on
them. This mimics the situation where one has a

Dataset
Base: 2k sentences
2k sents + 2k without entities
2k sents + 2k random
2k sents + 2k with entities

P
76.55
78.03
79.29
79.80

R
70.65
66.12
76.36
77.78

F1
73.48
71.58
77.80
78.77

Table 1: Adding entity-less vs. entity-bearing data
to a 2 000-sentence base training set
Dataset
Base: All sentences
- 2k without entities
- 2k with entities

P
85.70
84.89
85.43

R
84.08
84.41
83.17

F1
84.88
84.65
84.29

∆ F1
-0.23
-0.59

Table 2: Removing data from our training set
base corpus of quality annotated data and intends
to expand this corpus.
2.1

Experimental Setup

For English newswire, we use the CoNLL 2003
dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and Meulder, 2003). The
training part of this dataset has 14 040 sentences;
of these, 11 131 contain at least one entity and so
2 909 have no entities. We evaluate against the
more challenging testb part of this corpus, which
contains 5 652 entity annotations. We use Finkel
et al. (2005)’s statistical machine learning-based
NER system.
2.2

Validation Results

Results are shown in Table 1. Adding 2 000 entitybearing sentences gives the largest improvement
in F1, and is better than adding 2 000 randomly
chosen sentences – the case without pre-empting.
Adding only entity-free text decreases overall performance, especially recall.
To double check, we try removing training data
instead of adding it. In this case, removing content
without entities should hurt performance less than
removing content with entities. From all 14k sentences of English training data, we remove either
2 000 entity-beering sentences or 2 000 sentences
with no entities. Results are given in Table 2.
Although the performance drop is small with
this much training data, the drop from removing entity-bearing data is over twice the size of
that from removing the same amount of entity-free
data. So, examples containing entities are often
the best ones to add to an initial corpus, and have
a larger negative impact on performance when removed. Being able to pre-empt entities is valuable,
and can improve corpus effectiveness.

3

Pre-empting Entity Presence

Having defined the pre-empting task, we take
two approaches to investigate the practicality of
pre-empting named entities in English newswire
text. The first is discriminative learning. We use
maximum entropy and SVM classifiers (Daumé
III, 2004; Joachims, 1999); we experiment with
cost-weighted SVM in order to achieve high recall (Morik et al., 1999). The second is to declare sentences containing proper nouns as entitybearing. We use a random baseline that predicts NE presence based on the prior proportion
of entity-bearing to entity-free sentences (≈4.8:1,
entity-bearing is the dominant class, for any entity
type).
For the machine learning approach, we use the
following feature representations: character 1,2,3grams; compressed word shape 1,2,3 grams;1 and
token 1,2,3 grams.
For the proper noun-based approach, we use the
Stanford tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) to label
sentences. This is trained on Wall Street Journal
data which does not overlap with the Reuters data
in our NER corpus.
As data we use a base set of sentences as
training examples, which are a mixture of entitybearing and entity-free. We experiment with various sizes of base set. Evaluation is performed
over a separate 4 000-sentence set, labelled as either having or not having any entities.
3.1

English Newswire, Any Entity

Intrinsic evaluation of these pre-empting approaches is made in terms of classification accuracy, precision, recall and F1. Results are given in
Table 3. They indicate that our approach to preempting over all entity types in English newswire
performs well. For SVM, few entity-bearing sentences were excluded by not being pre-empted
(false negatives), and we achieved high precision.
Maximum entropy achieved similar results, with
the highest overall F-scores. We obtain close to oracle performance with little training data – a set of
one hundred sentences affords a high overall performance. Repeating the experiment on the separate CoNLL evaluation set (gathered months after
the training data, and so over some different entity
1

Word shape reflects the capitalisations and classes of
letters within a word; for example, “you” becomes “xxx”
and “Free!” becomes “Xxxx.” Compression turns runs of the
same character into one, like an inverse + regex operator; this
gives word shape representations “x” and “Xx.” respectively.

Training sents.

WSJ
10∗
100∗
1000
5000
10000
10∗
100∗
1000
5000
10000
10∗
100∗
1000
5000
10000

Accuracy
P
Random baseline
68.77
78.90
Proper nouns
72.43
92.29
MaxEnt
75
85
83.3
83.9
90.38
93.04
94.25
96.25
95.08
96.56
Plain SVM
79
79
78.6
78.6
90.58
92.12
93.28
96.06
94.22
96.46
SVM + Cost, j = 5
79
79
78.6
78.6
86.33
86.53
92.12
92.36
94.15
94.25

R

F1

Language

82.28

80.55

92.14

92.22

Dutch
Spanish
Hungarian

83
97.5
94.85
96.44
97.20

84
90.1
93.94
96.35
96.88

100
100
96.25
95.36
96.18

88
88.0
91.34
94.65
95.33

100
100
97.84
98.09
98.57

88
88.0
86.43
92.24
94.20

Table 3: Evaluating entity pre-empting on English
newswire. ∗ We report figures at 2s.f. and 3s.f. for results
with 10 and 100 examples respectively, as the training set is
small enough to make higher precision inappropriate.
Training data
500 base + 500 random
500 base + 500 pre-empted

P
74.33
74.80

R
68.56
69.43

F1
71.33
72.01

Table 4: Entity recognition performance with random vs. pre-empted sentences
names) gives similar results; for example the preempting SVM trained on 100 examples from the
training set performs with 79.81% precision and
full recall, and with 1000 examples, 87.92% precision and near-full recall (99.53%). Even though
entity-bearing sentences are the dominant class,
we can still increase entity presence in a notable
proportion of the training corpus.
3.2

Extrinsic Evaluation

It is important to measure the real impact of preempting on the resulting NER training data. To
this end, we use 500 hand-labelled sentences as
base data to train a pre-empting SVM, and add a
further 500 sentences to this. We compare NER
performance of a system trained on the base 500 +
500 random sentences, to that of one using 500
+ 500 pre-empted entity-bearing sentences. As
before, evaluation is against the testb set. Table 4 show results. Performance is better with preempted annotations, though so many sentences
bear entities that the change in training data – and
resultant effect – is small.

Dutch
Spanish
Hungarian

Accuracy
P
Random baseline
49.0
46.7
63.2
76.1
57.1
69.3
SVM
92.9
89.9
76.2
76.2
70.7
70.4

R

F1

46.4
75.4
68.5

46.5
75.8
68.9

98.2
100
99.9

93.9
86.5
82.6

Table 5: Pre-empting performance for Dutch,
Spanish and Hungarian
Training data

P
R
Dutch, 3 926 entities
100 base + 500 random
63.57 48.80
100 base + 500 pre-empted 62.46 44.93
Spanish, 3 551 entities
100 base + 500 random
68.38 61.71
100 base + 500 pre-empted 73.00 66.91
Hungarian, 2 432 entities
100 base + 500 random
76.55 67.52
100 base + 500 pre-empted 72.84 61.43

F1
55.22
52.27
64.90
69.82
71.75
66.65

Table 6: Entity recognition performance with random vs. pre-empted sentences for Dutch, Spanish
and Hungarian
3.3

Other Languages

Pre-empting is not restricted to just English. Similar NER datasets are available for Dutch, Spanish
and Hungarian (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002; Szarvas
et al., 2006). Results regarding the effectiveness
of an SVM pre-empter for these languages are presented in Table 5. In each case, we train with 1 000
sentences and evaluate against a 4 000-sentence
evaluation partition.
Strong above-baseline performance was
achieved for each language. For Dutch and Spanish, this pre-empting approach performs in the
same class as for English, with a low error rate.
The error rate is markedly higher in Hungarian,
a morphologically-rich language. This could be
attributed to the use of token n-gram features; one
would expect these to be sparser in a language
with rich morphology, and therefore being harder
to build decision boundaries over.
For extrinsic evaluation, we use a pre-empter
trained with 100 sentences and then compare
the performance benefits of adding either 500
randomly-selected sentences or 500 pre-empted
sentences to this training data. The same NER system is used to learn to recognise entities. Results
are given in Table 6. Pre-empting did not help in
Hungarian and Dutch, though was useful for Spanish. This indicates that the pre-empting hypothesis

may not hold for every language, or every genre.
But as far as we can see, it certainly holds for English, and also for Spanish.

4

Crowdsourced Corpus Annotation

As pre-empting entities is useful during corpus
creation, in this section we examine how to apply it with an increasingly popular new annotation method: crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing annotation works by presenting a many microtasks
to non-expert workers. They typically make their
judgements over short texts, after reading a short
set of instructions (Sabou et al., 2014). Such judgments are often simpler than those in linguistic annotation by experts; for example, workers might
be asked to annotate only a single class of entity
at a time. Through crowdsourcing, quality annotations can be gathered quickly and at scale (Aker et
al., 2012).
There also tends to be a larger variance in reliability over crowd workers than in expert annotators (Hovy et al., 2013). For this reason, crowdsourced annotation microtasks are often all performed by at least two different workers. E.g., every sentence would be examined for each entity
type by at least two different non-expert workers.
We investigate entity pre-empting of crowdsourced corpora for a challenging genre: social
media. Newswire corpora are not too hard to
come by, especially for English, and the genre is
somewhat biased in style, mostly being written or
created by working-age middle-class men (Eisenstein, 2013), and in topic, being related to major
events around unique entities that one might refer to by a special name. In contrast, social media
text has broad stylistic variance (Hu et al., 2013)
while also being difficult for existing NER tools to
achieve good accuracy on (Derczynski et al., 2013;
Derczynski et al., 2015) and having no large NE
annotated corpora.
In our setup, we subdivide the annotation task
according to entity type. Workers perform best
with light cognitive loads, so asking them to annotate one kind of thing at a time increases their
agreement and accuracy (Krug, 2009; Khanna
et al., 2010). Person, location and organisation entities are annotated, giving three annotation sub-tasks, following Bontcheva et al. (2015).
Jobs were created automatically using the GATE
crowdsourcing plugin (Bontcheva et al., 2014).
An example sub-task is shown in Figure 1. This

Entity type
Any
Location
Organisation
Person

Messages with
45.95%
9.52%
11.16%
32.49%

Messages without
54.05%
90.48%
88.84%
67.51%

Table 7: Entity distribution over twitter messages
Dataset
Base: 500 messages
500 msgs + 1k without entities
500 msgs + 1k random
500 msgs + 1k with entities

P
70.39
85.00
76.14
71.21

R
31.66
25.15
44.38
54.14

F1
43.67
38.81
56.07
61.51

Table 8: Adding entity-less vs. entity-bearing data
to a 500-message base training set
means that we must pre-empt according to entity type, instead of just pre-empting whether
or not an excerpt contains any entities at all,
which has the additional effect of changing entitybearing/entity-free class distributions.
We use two sources that share entity classification schemas: the UMBC twitter NE annotations (Finin et al., 2010), and the MSM2013
twitter annotations (Rowe et al., 2013). We also
add the Ritter et al. (2011) dataset, mapping its
geo-location and facility classes to location, and
company, sports team and band to organisation.
Mixing datasets reduces the impact of any single corpus’ sampling bias on final results. In total, this gives 3 854 twitter messages (tweets). Table 7 shows the entity distribution over this corpus.
From this we separated a 500 tweet training set,
used as base NER training data and pre-empting
training data, and another set of 500 tweets for
evalution. Note that each message can contain
more than one type of entity, and that names of
people are the most common class of entity.
4.1

Re-validating the Hypothesis

As we now have a new dataset with potentially
much greater diversity than newswire, our first
step is to re-check our initial hypothesis – that
entity-bearing text contributes more to the performance of a statistical NER system than entity-free
or random text. Results are shown in Table 8.
The effect of entity-bearing training data is clear
here. Only data without annotations to the base is
harmful (-4.8 F1), adding randomly chosen messages is helpful (+14.4 F1), and adding only messages containing entities is the most helpful (+17.8
F1). The corpus is small; in this case, the evaluation data has only 338 entities. Even so, the difference between random and entity-only F1 is signif-

Figure 1: An example crowdsourced entity labelling microtask.
Training sents.

From WSJ
10
100
200
500
1000

Accuracy
P
Random baseline
51.6
47.1
Proper nouns
54.0
49.8
SVM + Cost, j = 5
46
46
69.5
63.0
72.4
66.9
71.4
64.8
47.7
68.0

R

F1

48.2

47.6

85.4

62.9

100
80.3
78.4
81.7
83.6

63
70.6
72.2
72.3
75.1

Table 9: Evaluating any-entity tweet pre-empting.

Entity type

Acc.
P
R
Random baseline
Person
56.63 33.33 33.87
Location
83.17 10.91 11.32
Organisation 80.08
8.86
9.09
SVM + Cost, j = 5
Person
74.87 65.69 70.10
Location
91.27 64.81 13.21
Organisation 89.55 60.42
9.42
Maximum entropy
Person
80.15 60.67 73.39
Location
90.85
7.92
55.26
Organisation 89.38
7.79
55.81

F1
33.60
11.11
8.97
67.77
21.95
16.30
66.43
13.86
13.68

Table 10: Per-entity pre-empting on tweets.
icant at p<0.00050, using compute-intensive χ2
testing following Yeh (2000).
4.2

Pre-empting Entities in Social Media

We construct a similar pre-empting classifier to
that for newswire (Section 3.1). We continue using the base 500 messages as a source of training
data, and evaluate pre-empting using the remainder of the data. The random baseline follows the
class distribution in the base set, where 47.2% of
messages have at least one entity of any kind.
We also evaluate pre-empting performance per
entity class. The same training and evaluation
sets are used, but a classifier is learned to preempt each entity class (person, location and organisation), as in Derczynski and Bontcheva (2014).
This may greatly impact annotation, due to the
one-class-at-a-time nature of the crowdsourced
task and low occurrence of individual entity types
in the corpus (see Table 7). We took 300 of the
base set’s sentences and used these for our training data, with the same evaluation set as before.
4.3

Results

Results for any-entity pre-empting on tweets are
given in Table 9. Although performance is lower

than on newswire, pre-empting is still possible in
this genre. Only results for cost-weighted SVM
are given.
We were able to learn accurate per-entity classifiers despite having a fairly small amount of data.
Results are shown in Table 10. A good reduction
is achieved over the baseline in all cases, though
specifically predicting locations and organisations
is hard. However, we do achieve high precision,
meaning that a good amount of less-useful entityfree data is rejected. The SVM figures are with
a reasonably high weighting in favour of recall.
Conversely, while achieving similar F-scores to
SVM, the maximum entropy pre-empter scores
much better in terms of recall than precision.
These results are encouraging in terms of cost
reduction. In this case, once we have annotated the
first few hundred examples, we can avoid a lot of
un-needed annotation by only paying crowd workers to complete microtasks on texts we suspect
(with great accuracy) bear entities. From the observed entity occurrence rates in Table 7, given our
pre-empting precision, we can avoid 41% of person microtasks, 59% of location microtasks and

Removed features
Acc.
P
Baseline
None
90.58 92.12
-gram shortening
3-grams
90.50 92.29
2-grams
90.15 91.62
1-grams
89.09 90.13
Removed feature classes
Char-grams
87.47 89.46
Shape-grams
87.20 87.73
Token-grams
90.33 92.56

Feature type
shape
char-gram
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
char-gram
shape
char-gram
char-gram
char-gram
n-gram
char-gram

R
96.25
95.93
96.28
96.69
95.29
97.33
95.36

Table 11: Pre-empting feature ablation results.
58% of organisation microtasks where no entities
occur – excluding a large amount material in preference for content that will give better NER performance later.

5
5.1

Analysis
Feature Ablation

The SVM system we have developed for preempting named entities is effective. To investigate
further, we performed feature ablation along two
dimensions. Firstly, we hid certain feature n-gram
lengths (which are 1, 2 or 3 entries long). Secondly, we removed groups of features i.e. word
n-grams, character n-grams or compressed word
shape n-grams. We experimented using 1 000
training examples, on the newswire all-entities
task, evaluating against the same 4 000-sentence
evaluation set, with an SVM pre-empter. This
makes figures comparable to those in Table 3.
Ablation results are given in Table 11. Shape
grams, that is, subsequences of word characters,
have the least overall impact on performance. Unigram features (across all character, shape and token groups) have the second-largest impact. This
suggests that morphological information is useful
in this task, and that the presence of certain words
in a sentence acts as a pre-empting signal.
5.2

Informative Features

When pre-empting certain features are more helpful than others. The maximum entropy classifier
implementation used allows output of the most
informative features. These are reported – for
newswire – in Table 12. In this case, the model
was trained on 10 000 examples, and is the one for
which results were given in Table 3, that achieved
an F-score of 96.88.
Word shape features are the strongest indicators
of named entity presence, and the strongest indicators of entity absence are all character grams.

Feature value
X.
K
.
Xx Xx x
X
x Xx x
Xx Xx
x Xx
..
”
x
G
T
He
He
I

Weight
0.99558
1.06190
1.10804
1.17046
1.39189
1.40092
1.56733
1.77390
-1.40075
-1.03842
-0.96047
-0.85378
-0.80422
-0.77069
-0.77069
-0.75819

Table 12: Strongest features for pre-empting in
English newswire.
Many shapes that indicate entity presence have
one or more capitalised words in sequence, or
linked to all-lower case words surrounding them.
Apparently, sentences containing quote marks are
less likely to contain named entities. Also, the
characters sequence “He” suggests that a sentence
does not contain an entity, perhaps because the target is being referred to pronomially.
5.3

Observations

Our experiments have begun with a base set of
annotated sentences, mixing entity-bearing and
entity-free. This not only serves a practical purpose of providing the pre-empter with training
data and negative examples. It is also important
to include some entity-free text in the NER training data so that systems based on it can observe
that some sentences may have no entities. Without this observation, there is a risk that they will
handle entity-free sentences poorly when labelling
previously-unseen data.
It should be noted that segmenting into sentences risks the removal of long-range dependencies important in NER (Ratinov and Roth, 2009).
However, overall performance in newswire – on
longer documents – is not harmed by our approach. In the social media context we examined,
entity co-reference is rare, due to its short texts.

6

Related Work

Avoiding needless annotation is a constant theme
in NLP, and of interest to researchers, who often go to great lengths to avoid it. For example,
recently, Garrette and Baldridge (2013) demon-

strated the impressive construction of a part-ofspeech tagger based on just two hours’ annotation.
Similar to our work, Shen et al. (2004) proposed
active learning for named entity recognition annotation, reducing annotation load without hurting
NER performance, based on three metrics for each
text batch and an iterative process. We differ from
Shen et al. by giving a one-shot approach which
does not need iterative re-training and is simple
to implement in an annotation workflow, although
we do not reduce annotation load as much. Our
simplification means that pre-empting is easy to
integrate into an annotation process, especially important for e.g. crowdsourced annotation, which is
cheap and effective but gives a lot less control over
the annotation process.
Laws et al. (2011) experiment with combining
active learning and crowdsourcing. They find that
not only does active learning generate better quality than randomly selecting crowd workers, it can
be used to filter out miscreant workers. The goal
in this work was to improve annotation quality and
reduce cost that way. Recent advances in crowdsourcing technology offer much better quality than
at the time of this paper. Rather than focusing
on finding good workers, we aim for the extrinsic
goal improving system performance by choosing
which annotations to perform in the first place.

7

Conclusion

Entity pre-empting makes corpus creation quicker
and more cost-effective. Though demonstrated
with named entity annotation, it can apply to other
annotation tasks, especially when for corpora used
in information extraction, for e.g. relation extraction and event recognition.
This paper presents the pre-empting task, shows
that it is worthwhile, and demonstrates an example approach in two application scenarios. We
demonstrate that choosing to annotate texts that
are rich in target entity mentions is more efficient
than annotating randomly selected text. The example approach is shown to successfully pre-empt
entity presencce classic named entity recognition.
Applying pre-empting to the social media genre,
where annotated corpora are lacking and NER is
difficult, also offers improvement – but is harder.
Further analysis of the effect of pre-empting
in different languages is also warranted, after the
mixed results in Table 6. Larger samples can be
used for training social media pre-empting; though

we only outline an approach using 1 000 examples, up to 15 000 have been annotated and made
publicly available for some entity types. For future work, the pre-empting feature set could be
first adapted to morphologically rich languages,
and then also to languages that do not necessarily compose tokens from individual letters, such
as Mi’kmaq or Chinese.
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